DM (Ephesos)
Can I get our official recap?
Rowen
"After spending the night in the burn out kobold village the party followed the path of the mechanical monster. After two days of travel they came across a crypt guarded by fighting statues. After entering the crypt they fought undead and shot each other with friendly fire before finding Temmyn locked away in a cell. They then proceeded to find the one responsible for making the mechanical monsters and laid down a healing smack down on him while staying alive."
DM (Ephesos)
(Thank you Rowen.)
DM (Ephesos)
Light flurries of snow fall as you trudge back to Mekos, making sure that the liberated prisoners don't fall behind. Most of them are still too stunned to speak, and you have learned nothing about how they came to be trapped in the tomb.
On your way out, you discovered a hallway you hadn't seen on your descent, with two chambers branching off. The first one was filled with piles of bones, and had a disturbingly-large cauldron at the back that was full of what appeared to be blood.
The other room, however, was far more interesting. Initially it appeared to be empty, but you soon stumbled over this. Somewhat predictably, the runes appeared to be written in blood.
After scouring the rest of the dungeon to no avail, Temmyn retrieved some of his tools, and you went on your way back to Mekos. And that is where you now find yourselves, at the edge of town.
You hear a familiar voice, and Sawbones comes running up to join you.
DM (Ephesos)
(Btw, everyone recovered to full on the trip back.)
Kurex
"Right. So do anyone think of how we should go about unloading dozens of refugees on an unprepared town?"
"Oh. Sawbones!"
Amadan
"I count, uh, five of them."
Kurex
"I was never good at counting enemies."
Alexander
I watch Sawbones suspiciously to make sure he's not been turned into a zombie.
Amadan
"Four if you don't count Temmyn."
DM (Ephesos)
Temmyn is also unusually quiet, seeming to savor the open air.
Amadan
". . . wait, they're not enemies."
Sawbones
I lurch and moan just for the benefit of Alexander.
Amadan
"We rescued them, remember? The only difference between them and your normal friends is that you haven't ever set fire to them."
Kurex
"Can I?"
Alexander
"Ahh! He's been turned into a zombie! We must kill him! It's for his own good!"
Amadan
I glare at Kurex without answering.
Kurex
"Whatever. So, who wants to go identify some stuff?"
"I'll need to check out that spellbook.."
DM (Ephesos)
One of the prisoners nudges Kurex.
Prisoner
"What do we do?"
Kurex
"I'd reccommend finding the mayor or the inkeeper"
Alexander
"You're not undead, so you can do whatever you want."
Amadan
". . . you're asking him?"
Esstra
I roll my eyes at my companions, and then lead them to the mayor.
(said a little too loudly, so that my companions can overhear:) "And I guess I'll get the hefty rewards for bringing you back alive, too."
DM (Ephesos)
Following Esstra's lead, you soon arrive at the hall where the town elders hold council. Luckily for you, all four of the elders are present when you enter.
Kurex
"We liberated these prisoners from some sort of cultist lair a ways off from here"
Sawbones
"Well, they did."
"But I get paid too."
Kurex
"Freeloader"
Amadan
"We also protected them from eagles."
Kurex
"And a necromancer demon. That's gotta be worth something extra" (Bluff)
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 9 (Bluff)
DM (Ephesos)
One of the elders, a dragonborn so old his scales have turned gray, speaks. He looks somewhat confused.
Mekos Elder
"We do not recognize any of these individuals."
Kurex
"You don't? Then they must have come from another settlement then..."
Alexander
"Temmyn mentioned a portal."
DM (Ephesos)
A prisoner speaks.
Prisoner
"Um, we don't mind staying here. It seems safe."
Alexander
"Yeah, because we're here to protect you all."
DM (Ephesos)
The prisoners can't tell if you're kidding or not.
Esstra
To the elders: "I'm very, very sorry..."
Mekos Elder
"Do not apologize. What you have done is a noble thing."
"And also, what is this of a portal?"
Kurex
"Here, I know of a good interdimensional portal-maker. Name's Tazabinth, she lives in the swamp. Tell her Kurex sent you."
Amadan
"One of our number, who is understandably reluctant to talk about it, said something about how he'd come to be imprisoned by stepping through a portal."
"He was expecting to arrive in a different place and time." I pause to think. "Or he could have been delusional. The mind can play tricks on you when it's under stress."
Mekos Elder
"Hm... I cannot believe that Tabazinth would have anything to do with this, but she might be a reliable source on this matter."
Alexander
(To the prisoners) "Did you get captured through a portal too?"
DM (Ephesos)
The prisoners seem unsure about how to respond. But then again, only two of them have said more than a few words since leaving the tomb.
Prisoner
"I... I can't remember."
Amadan
"Are there any enchanters around here? They can sometimes unlock memories."
Kurex
I suddenly begin paying lots of attention.
Mekos Elder
"Elisa might be able to help with that. She is as close to a proper augur as we know of on this side of Risis."
Alexander
"Well then, let's go see her? What are we waiting for?"
Kurex
"Hang on a second."
Amadan
"Well, assuming the former prisoners agree, nothing."
DM (Ephesos)
The prisoners seem reluctant at the thought of remembering anything right now.
Kurex
(wispered) "Whould this be the same Elisa who reccommended killing me the last time we met?"
Amadan
"If we didn't listen to her last time, I don't see why you're worried now."
Esstra
"He hadn't tried to cook us alive before."
Amadan
"Fair point."
Kurex
"I'm right here, you know."
Esstra
"Yeah, we're painfully aware."
"So, what's the plan? These poor guys don't seem inclined to remember anything of their imprisonment, so I say, if it's alright with the elders, we leave them here to get back to their lives."
Amadan
"All right. What's our next move, then?"
Kurex
"Get a sage to identify our stuff and move back into the heart of the marsh?"
Esstra
"I guess so."
Kurex
"Sweet. I have nothing else to do."
Amadan
"That's all right with me."
Alexander
I head to Elisa's house.
Amadan
Me too.
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander leads the party off to Elisa's house, as the elders accept the former prisoners.
Soon, you stand within sight of the ocean, at Elisa's front door.
Amadan
"Kurex, you wait out here. Otherwise Elisa might talk us into something."
Kurex
"Right. I'll practice spells or something."
Amadan
"Carefully."
Esstra
"Just practice them whilst facing away from the house."
Kurex
I practice minor cantrips whle the party shops. Nothing dangerous.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Kurex
(That's the second 20 I've rolled on cantrips...)
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex summons a massive roman candle, which fires flaming orbs high into the snowy sky.
Alexander
I knock on the door. "Hey, Elisa, it's us again."
DM (Ephesos)
The incredibly loud popping noises bring Elisa to the door before Alexander can finish knocking.
Elisa
"What the hells?!"
Kurex
"FIRE!"
DM (Ephesos)
She is wearing a couple fewer amulets than last time.
Alexander
"Can we come inside? Don't worry, we won't let Kurex come in to annoy you."
Esstra
"Though he seems to have managed that from outside anyway."
Elisa
"Yes, yes, of course."
Kurex
'FFFFIIIIIIIIIIIRRRRRRRRRREEEEEEEEEE!"
DM (Ephesos)
She hurriedly waves you inside, giving Kurex a dirty look before slamming the door.
Alexander
I step inside.
DM (Ephesos)
(Roll a save, Kurex.)
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
DM (Ephesos)
As the door slams, Kurex barely dodges a massive pile of snow sliding off of Elisa's roof.
Meanwhile, inside, Elisa shows the party into a room full of magical-looking crystal... things. It's all a little overwhelming.
Elisa
"So, what is it this time?"
"I see he hasn't tried to kill you yet."
Esstra
"We'd like you to look over some items for us, if you could."
Alexander
I get distracted by all the crystal things.
Kurex
(They could be zombie crystals. Better cast Detect Undead.)
Esstra
I do so, and hand them to Elisa.
DM (Ephesos)
Elisa takes the items you got from Marto's... well, 'corpse' isn't really the right word. 'Puddle', more like.
Elisa
"These... wow."
"Where did you get these?"
Esstra
"The marsh. We had to kill somebo...something called "Marto" to get them."
Elisa
"Marto? That doesn't ring a bell."
DM (Ephesos)
She lays the cloak out on a table, having to shove aside a pile of crystals to do so.
Elisa
"This... this is exquisite. Practically woven from shadow itself."
"The magic threaded into the fabric is quite potent."
"If you ever need to not be seen in the dark..."
DM (Ephesos)
She flicks a few pieces of what is probably leftover Marto off of the cloak, and the pieces vaporize before they hit the floor.
Elisa
"So, what was this Marto?"
Amadan
"Short version? An undead homicidal maniac with necromantic tendencies dedicated to Yunelias."
DM (Ephesos)
She folds the cloak carefully before taking the amulet and laying it out between a pair of polished stone... things.
Elisa stops, her various trinkets clinking loudly.
Elisa
"Yunelias?"
Amadan
"Yeah... you recognize the name?"
Elisa
"Yunelias, the lieutenant of Chamulsep?"
Amadan
"...Damn it. That confirms me theory."
(Me theory? Gah, Amadan must've taken a rank in pirate last level...)
Sawbones
". . . Matey."
Esstra
(if only that were an option.)
Elisa
"Well. Let's hear it. What happened?"
"How on Mote did you get these?"
Esstra
"We stumbled upon the ne'er-do-wells lair, andcrushed him."
Alexander
"Right!"
Esstra
"Well, okay, it was ridiculously more difficult than that, but yeah."
DM (Ephesos)
She seems dissatisfied with this answer.
When she goes to pick up the amulet from the table, you notice that the stone... things now appear to be cracked and worn. Elisa looks confused.
Elisa
"Well. Haven't seen that happen for a long time."
"Powerful magic. It sort of projects raw entropy around it."
"By the way, that will be extra gold for warping my instruments."
Amadan
"Entropy?"
Alexander
"What does that mean?"
Elisa
"It... it's as if it decomposes the things it touches. And if you conduct spells through it, they will be imbued with that matter of energy."
"Still, it can be unpredictable."
DM (Ephesos)
She hands the amulet back, and takes the spellbook, cracking it open and flipping through the pages.
She mutters under her breath.
Elisa
"Diary of a madman... did any of you bother to read this?"
Amadan
"Erm... no, honestly."
Elisa
"Well then I advise that you do. A glance through tells me there are rituals and such in here, and that you probably don't want to attempt any of them."
"There might be one or two, but I'm not reading this entire thing."
Esstra
"So, in short, don't let Kurex near the book. Got it."
Kurex
(dammit)
Amadan
I chuckle.
DM (Ephesos)
She hands the book back, and moves to take the ring. But right before she does, she jerks her hand back.
Elisa
"What... was this Marto's?"
"I do not even need to analyze this to know that it is incredibly powerful. I can feel a depth of magic here that would take me weeks to analyze."
Alexander
"Yes, it was Marto's."
Elisa
"...this is clearly a very powerful item."
"This is no mere trinket, and thus it seems that this Marto might be more than a madman."
Alexander
"Obviously. He was undead!"
Sawbones
"I thought you said he was a demon?"
DM (Ephesos)
She pauses.
Elisa
"Perhaps you should speak to Tabazinth."
Kurex
(gulp)
Esstra
"Why?"
Elisa
"She knows more of the Marsh's magic than I do."
"And this... this suggests something very important is afoot."
"And that will be fifteen gold."
Amadan
"What about the ring?"
Elisa
"To be fair, most of that is for the broken instruments... the cloak is a basic concealment spell wrought large, and the amulet will amplify the effects of entropic spellcraft. The book is a book."
"The ring... I am not comfortable analyzing it if it is associated with Yunelias. I am certain, however, that it is very powerful."
Sawbones
"Umm, how much until you are comfortable?"
Esstra
"Well until we know what it is, and what it does, we should keep it safe, along with the book. I'll take them."
Sawbones
"I don't want to be near unknown magic."
Esstra
"Sawbones... we're prancing around a haunted marsh, practically swimming in unknown magic. How is one ring different?"
Elisa
"Look, I can say this. It is not going to kill you."
Sawbones
"Undead is known magic. It makes dead things move. I don't know what that does."
Elisa
"But there are layers to this enchantment, and Tabazinth is better suited to understand them."
Amadan
"Ah, two more things. First, does this have any alchemical properties?" Show her the construct juice.
Alexander
I peek outside to check on Kurex.
DM (Ephesos)
She uncorks the vial, and sniffs it briefly. She recoils with a look of disgust on her face.
Elisa
"It smells like liquefied flesh. Where did you get this?"
Esstra
"You're pretty much on the money."
Amadan
"From a massive construct... you don't want to know the details."
Elisa
"No... I don't think I do."
"I can safely say that this will have all the normal properties of liquefied flesh."
"Even Mikail cannot make something from this."
Amadan
"Ah. Okay, point number two... Have you ever... Ever heard of a god intervening on a mortal's behalf before?"
Esstra
"Amadan, you're an idiot."
DM (Ephesos)
Elisa looks perplexed.
Esstra
I stalk off, carrying the book and the ring with me.
Elisa
"That is hardly my realm, much more something that a sage like Keoshor could pontificate upon."
"But I suppose it is not unheard of, at least in tales."
Alexander
"Hey, we're in a tale!"
Amadan
"Ah. Well, thanks for you consideration. Now... um, I really do not have that much gold on me, so could someone...?"
Sawbones
I hide behind my taller companions.
Esstra
I stalk past the group, and hand my ten gold pieces over. "That's all I have. The rest of you can find the difference."
Amadan
"Ah. I can do that much." I hand over 5 gold.
Esstra
I thank Elisa, and leave the house.
DM (Ephesos)
(Subtracts it from the party fund... leaving 191.5)
Elisa nods to you as you go.
Amadan
I leave as well.
Alexander
"One last thing. Do you know anything about portals, or recovering lost memories?"
Elisa
"Recovering memories is a long, painful, and intensive process. I know that much. And portals are fairly basic magic, the true art is in directing them. Why?"
"That seems like an oddly-specific question."
Alexander
"I'm branching out."
"Anyway, thanks for your time."
Elisa
"You are welcome... I wish you luck."
Alexander
I leave.
Sawbones
I wave.
DM (Ephesos)
You find Esstra and Kurex outside, looking rather chilly.
Kurex
I rejoin the party outside. "While you mucked about with old women and crystals, I entertained myself by shooting massive fireballs into the sky. How did it go?"
Sawbones
"Seems like a waste of magic."
Amadan
"I don't know, Kurex, how DID the shooting of massive fireballs go?"
Alexander
"Well, nothing's on fire. Especially us."
Kurex
"It went excellently, thank you very much."
"I would expect you would be glad that I practiced my aim with fire."
DM (Ephesos)
(Kurex, roll a save.)
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Esstra
"Yeah, it didn't go so hot on our end. We're going to see Tabazinth."
Kurex
"No. No we are not."
DM (Ephesos)
Apparently it failed to occur to Kurex that what goes up...
Alexander
I dive out of the way.
DM (Ephesos)
A small bolt of fire comes streaking straight down at Kurex, and he is singed. He takes 1 damage.
Amadan
"Yes, yes we are." I stay where I am, non-plussed.
Alexander
"The gods have spoken, and they clearly side with Amadan."
Sawbones
"Careful. He'll say he's a god now."
Esstra
"The gods did nothing. Kurex is just a fool. Come on, lets get moving."
Kurex
"Hmm. Last time I checked, she put a death curse on me for killing her master, which I may or may not have done."
"Are you suggesting I deliver myself into her hands again?"
Sawbones
"Then you can wait outside there, too."
"Gods, you're like a puppy."
Kurex
"Outside with the forest full of skeletons?"
Alexander
"She hasn't got any new reasons to hate you."
"So I don't see why she'd curse you again, if that's even possible."
Amadan
"Oh, surely you have ways of dealing with skeletons, right?"
Kurex
"Well, you may have a point there."
Alexander
"Worst case scenario, you'll get even more helpful, hard as that is to imagine. Now let's go."
Esstra
"This isn't being discussed, we're going. Come on."
Kurex
"At least give me the spellbook so I can defend myself when she attacks."
Esstra
"No. It stays with me."
Alexander
"Did you forget your spells?"
Kurex
"Fine, fine. I'll come, but I am going to be the last in and the first out."
Sawbones
"Elisa said we shouldn't. And she's prettier than you, so we'll do it."
DM (Ephesos)
(Don't forget, you have your HQ if you want to stock up on food and such.)
Alexander
(Are we low on food?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Not really... here are totals:)
(Sawbones : 14 days, Temmyn: 0 days, Kurex: 4 days, Alexander: 6 days, Amadan: 4 days, Esstra: 4 days.)
Kurex
"What? THat's a powerful artifact, we can't have a preist untrained in the arts of arcane lore keep track of it. I know how to deal with books, I should keep it."
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 9 (Diplomacy)
DM (Ephesos)
The party seems... well, the party does what it wants, that roll does nothing.
Esstra
I stare at Kurex.
Amadan
"Well, at the very least, you didn't just insult our only healer anymore."
Alexander
"I'm the resident undead specialist. I'd be most likely to understand one of Marto's books."
Esstra
"We need to get stocked up with food, for Temmyn at the very least. Lets go to our house, and grab some supplies. Then we head for Tabizinth."
Kurex
I shudder.
Sawbones
"We have a house?"
Amadan
"Yes."
Kurex
"We stole it from Escafol"
Esstra
"Well, not ours, technically, but yeah."
Kurex
"He's not using it anymore."
Alexander
"It's not like loot has a size limit."
Amadan
"Hey, is anyone else going to use that cloak?"
Kurex
"If noone else will, I'll use it to hide from Tazabinth."
Sawbones
"I, too, would like to not see you."
Alexander
(Heh)
"He can have the cloak if I get the book."
DM (Ephesos)
(Ah, loot distribution...)
Amadan
(The fun part of any adventure.)
Kurex
"Absoultley not. I need that book. The level of spells contained in it requires me to posess it."
Amadan
"There's not spells, there's rituals. DANGEROUS rituals."
Sawbones
"How about, since everyone wants you to not have the book, you don't get the book?"
Kurex
"What kind of spells and rituals do you think I specialize in?"
Esstra
"Oh well done. Tell the lunatic that the book is even more dangerous than he thought."
"The book stays with me."
Alexander
"Okay, I'll sweeten the deal. You can have the cloak."
". . . seriously, though, Esstra. I'm not a madman or a jerk, and I might actually learn something."
Esstra
"Yeah, and the first time you see something that might be undead, you use the book to sink the island. I think not."
Alexander
"I solemnly swear not to sink this island."
Amadan
"..."
Esstra
"I'm keeping the book. I'll read it, and then we'll decide what to do with it."
Amadan
"I swear, it's like kids fighting over toys here..."
Alexander
"Fine, I can see you're not open to reason. Let's get walking."
Amadan
I shake my head, ready my bow, and head off towards Tabazinth's.
Esstra
(We were going to stock up on food first)
Alexander
(Do I still have the amulet, or did Esstra take that, too?)
Esstra
(I just have the book and ring)
Alexander
I put on the amulet, then.
Amadan
(Technically, I think Sawbones could just spread his 14 days around a bit. I already chose to have just 4 days, so...)
Esstra
(Eh, okay.)
Alexander
Since I'm still holding the cloak, I put that on too, and flourish it dramatically.
Sawbones
I want nothing to do with the creepy undead demon items, which probably still have his goo on them.
DM (Ephesos)
You trek back out into the marsh, towards where you think Tabazinth's home was.
(Anybody care to actually try and remember where they are going?)
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 15 (Nature)
Alexander
What skill is that?
Whatever it is, I'll roll it.
DM (Ephesos)
Nature, or History.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 16 (Nature)
DM (Ephesos)
Between Amadan and Alexander's efforts, you manage to remember the route you took through the marsh.
You hear the call of at least one dire eagle through the falling snow.
Amadan
I nock an arrow.
Alexander
"Easy, man."
Amadan
"Meh, you can never be too sure."
"It's not like I'm actually shooting anything."
Alexander
"You might shoot accidentally, and then the arrow might ricochet."
Esstra
"Did you actually just say "meh"?"
Sawbones
"You know, you're not supposed to keep your bow strung."
DM (Ephesos)
The eagle calls fade away as you walk onward.
Amadan
"Yes, I did say meh. And I'm a bit more competent then to accidentally let off an arrow."
"And I'd rather not unstring the magical and slightly unstable magical bow."
DM (Ephesos)
(Can I get Perception rolls from the party?)
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 7 (Perception)
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 19 (Perception)
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 11 (Perception)
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 8 (Perception)
Alexander
Don't forget Alex's perk.
DM (Ephesos)
You notice that Temmyn and Kurex are no longer with you. That doesn't bode well.
Esstra
Whispered: "Everybody quiet. Somethings moving about ahead. Can't see who, or what."
DM (Ephesos)
Another eagle call sounds from somewhere off in the distance.
Amadan
I stay quiet and point my bow forward.
(I just suddenly got the image of this being a western, what with the eagle calls)
Alexander
I stop, and look forward.
Oh, and I cast Detect Undead on that area.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Esstra
whispered: "So, er, somebody should probably head forward to see who it is. One of you stealthy types, perhaps?"
Amadan
(Whispered) "Yeah, no problem."
I stealthily sneak ahead to spy on... whatever's ahead.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 9 (Stealth)
DM (Ephesos)
('k, perception too, please.)
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 7 (Perception)
Amadan
(...This is seeming awfully familiar...)
Alexander
(whispered) "I think it's. . . something. Probably undead."
Amadan
I return to the party. "Can't see anything."
Alexander
"Shoot first and ask later?"
Amadan
"Shoot what? We can't find whatever this is!"
Esstra
"What, and pray it's not anybody friendly? No, lets just move closer."
I attempt to move forward quietly
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 6 (Stealth)
Alexander
Me too.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 1 (Stealth)
Esstra
(Oh boy)
Alexander
(See, now it'll get exciting.)
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander's cloak shimmers briefly, but then he falls into a snowdrift. And it appears the snowdrift concealed a frozen pool of water, which Alexander just fell into.
Alexander loses 1 stamina, and is still in the water.
Amadan
(...!)
Alexander
I keep calm, and try to pull myself out without breaking the ice any more.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Amadan
(IT'S THE RETURN OF THE FROZEN POND OF DOOM!!!)
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander vaults out of the water, as if nothing had happened.
Alexander
"I hope it didn't hear that." I resume advancing.
DM (Ephesos)
You hear a snarl from up ahead.
Amadan
"It did."
Esstra
"Is it too late to shoot first?"
Amadan
"Again, shooting first implies you know what to shoot AT."
Sawbones
"Not really."
Alexander
I ready Contagion to cast if anything charges at us.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Amadan
I take aim and fire on the first hostile I see.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Amadan
(...!)
Esstra
"Don't hate me for this, but this is why we keep Kurex around... he'd have burnt anything in a mile-radius by now."
Alexander
"I am always in a mile radius of myself."
DM (Ephesos)
There's a flash of orange light, and Amadan lets loose a sparkling steel arrow.
You hear a yelp, followed by a thud.
Amadan
I approach whatever it is I just shot.
Alexander
I draw my sword and run toward the sound.
DM (Ephesos)
This is quickly followed by a lot of rustling, getting quieter by the moment.
Alexander
I try to follow.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
DM (Ephesos)
You quickly get bogged down in snowbanks.
Amadan
"Guys, perhaps we should keep going to Tabazinth's?"
DM (Ephesos)
However, when you reach the source of the yelp, you find a very large wolf. Very, very large.
It has an arrow sticking out of its skull.
Amadan
I retrieve the arrow.
DM (Ephesos)
The arrow is thankfully still usable.
Alexander
"Let's keep going." I do that.
Amadan
I keep going as well.
DM (Ephesos)
You continue onward unmolested, and soon reach a very familiar-looking stand of trees.
You can see a small hut in the middle of a clearing.
There is a small cluster of tombstones nearby it.
Amadan
I approach. This time, no stealth.
Alexander
Ditto.
DM (Ephesos)
There appears to be a light on inside.
Amadan
I knock at the door.
Sawbones
"Didn't she not let you in last time?"
DM (Ephesos)
You hear movement from inside, and the door opens, revealing the wiry frame of Tabazinth. She looks genuinely surprised to see you again.
Amadan
"I never actually tried to enter last time."
Amadan
"Ah. Hello, Tabazinth."
Tabazinth
"Hello?"
Esstra
"Hello again, Tabazinth."
Sawbones
"Hello there, my good lady!"
I smile broadly.
Alexander
I nod. "Glad to see you again, and still not a zombie."
Tabazinth
"What exactly brings you out here?"
Esstra
"We, we would like you to look at something for us. And we would like information."
DM (Ephesos)
She nods.
Tabazinth
"Of course... adventurers always need information. Come in."
Amadan
I enter.
Esstra
I follow.
Amadan
"We've got an item here... Elisa said you might know more about it."
DM (Ephesos)
The inside of Tabazinth's house is much as you remember it. She takes a seat by the hearth, taking a black kettle off of the fire.
Tabazinth
"Elisa sent you?"
Amadan
"Yes."
Esstra
I pull the ring out and give it to Tabazinth.
"This is the item. Elisa said you might know something about it?"
Alexander
"Careful, it's powerful."
DM (Ephesos)
Tabazinth takes the ring and looks at it.
Tabazinth
"...where did you get this?"
Amadan
"From a delightful undead maniac named Marto. A cultist of Yunelias."
Tabazinth
"I see."
"What was this Marto doing?"
Amadan
"Other than trying to kill us?"
"I think they're trying to bring Yunelias back. These cultists keep talking about giving Yunelias form."
Tabazinth
"Giving Yunelias form?"
Esstra
"Yes."
Tabazinth
"What were they doing? I need details."
"Was there anything specific to make them stand out, or were they just madmen?"
Esstra
"They've been making constructs from flesh and metal."
"Sentient constructs, or seemingly so."
Amadan
"Oh, there was a circle of runes. Written in blood... Seemed like some sort of portal."
Tabazinth
"That... draw them for me. As best as you can remember."
Alexander
Is drawing a skill check?
Or, uh, any kind of roll?
DM (Ephesos)
History to remember, since nobody bothered to actually say they copied them down.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 8 (History)
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 3 (History)
Esstra
Whilst this is going on, I pull the book out and begin flicking it through it to see if I can see anything similar
DM (Ephesos)
While Amadan and Alexander draw deformed squiggles, Esstra happens to find a page that looks pretty similar to the runes. Thankfully.
Tabazinth looks over the runes, and winces.
Tabazinth
"Those are symbols long-associated with Chamulsep."
"That cannot be anything good, particularly if they were able to activate the portal."
Alexander
"What might they do with the portal, once activated?"
Tabazinth
"I do not know."
"I cannot tell exactly where the sigils say that it leads."
Esstra
"If you had to guess...?"
Tabazinth
"But..."
DM (Ephesos)
She gets up and crosses over to a sturdy-looking wooden cabinet.
Tabazinth
"I can send you there."
Alexander
". . . Is that safe?'
DM (Ephesos)
She starts pulling strange-looking instruments and boxes of reagents from the cabinet.
Alexander
"It could be someplace on the Nether."
Amadan
I take a deep breath.
"If Liea wills it..."
Tabazinth
"Nonsense... the sigils of the Nether are plain to see."
Alexander
"Okay, but it could still be the middle of nowhere, or their headquarters, or something."
"I'll go if you guys do, but I reserve the right to say 'I told you so.'"
DM (Ephesos)
Tabazinth's demeanor has brightened noticeably. She seems almost excited now.
Tabazinth
"This is important, however."
Amadan
"I don't like this any more than you do, but it seems our choices are limited. Unless you'd rather the island gets overrun with those abominations..."
Tabazinth
"If this is really a significant group and not just a lunatic cult... and the ring suggests that this is a serious effort..."
"Then you might be able to stop something truly horrible."
Amadan
I nod again.
"What does this entail?"
Tabazinth
"I don't know!"
"But, you're adventurers! This is what you do, right?"
Amadan
"I meant opening the portal, actually."
Alexander
"Within reason, this is what we do."
Amadan
"I'm sure the rest we'll muddle through somehow."
Tabazinth
"The portal should be easily opened if we simply copy the runes, and setting up a circle."
Alexander
"Are you sure we copied them well enough for you to do this?"
Esstra
"We didnt copy them. They were in the book."
Tabazinth
"Those things you wrote look more like chicken droppings."
DM (Ephesos)
She continues setting up a basic-looking ritual circle.
Alexander
"Oh. Okay, then. Fire away."
Esstra
"So, what is the ring, exactly?"
Tabazinth
"I need to calibrate the circle, someone else should copy the runes."
DM (Ephesos)
She holds out a sharp-looking athame.
Tabazinth
"I have no idea what the ring does, but it's probably connected."
Sawbones
"This is a job for the steady-handed surgeon."
Tabazinth
"By all means, go ahead."
Sawbones
I take the athame and book and start writing.
Scratching crap into her nice floor.
DM (Ephesos)
You do so, and the runes slowly start to take shape.
Over the course of fifteen minutes, the circle is assembled.
Amadan
I watch anxiously, muttering prayers to Liea under my breath.
DM (Ephesos)
Then there is a knock at the door.
Alexander
"May I?"
Amadan
I stop, rise, and nock an arrow.
DM (Ephesos)
Tabazinth nods absentmindedly.
Alexander
I open the door slowly.
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex and Temmyn are outside, looking very cold and agitated.
Alexander
"'Bout time. Come in and get ready, we're gonna fly."
DM (Ephesos)
They shuffle in, and you catch them up on the situation.
Amadan
I un-nock the arrow and sit back down, watching the ritual circle.
DM (Ephesos)
Tabazinth and Sawbones finish the circle, and the necromancer takes a handful of powder from a satchel at her waist. She holds it above the circle.
Tabazinth
"Well? Are you ready?"
Esstra
"Wait."
"Before we do this. How do we get back?"
Tabazinth
"Ah, of course."
"The easiest way is for you to find a portal on the other side."
"And, as much as I hesitate to do this..."
DM (Ephesos)
She puts away the powder and fetches a sheet of paper. She quickly scribbles something down on it, and hands it to Esstra.
Esstra
"Thank you."
Tabazinth
"That is the sequence of sigils that leads to a permanent circle I maintain not far from here."
"Naturally, if you misuse it I will make sure you die horribly, but I have faith in most of you."
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex cringes in the corner.
Amadan
I nod again. "I must say, when I came here to hunt herbs, this was not what I had in mind."
DM (Ephesos)
Tabazinth retrieves the satchel of powder again, and holds a handful of powder above the circle.
Tabazinth
"Well... are you ready now?"
Esstra
"Yes."
Amadan
"No, but let's do this."
DM (Ephesos)
Tabazinth sprinkles the powder onto the circle, which flashes and sparkles as it strikes the ground.
Nothing happens.
Tabazinth
"...that was odd."
Alexander
"Yeah."
Tabazinth
"Maybe someone should wear the ring. If it is linked to Yunelias, than perhaps it is keyed to the portal somehow."
Amadan
"I'll do it..."
I slip the ring on. "Alright, let's go."
DM (Ephesos)
Tabazinth nods, and sprinkles another handful of powder on the circle.
A glimmering orb appears over the runes, and you feel the air shift around you. There is a sudden bright light, and you feel an onrush of momentum, catapulting you towards... somewhere. Your vision goes dark.
When you awaken, you do so with the immediate knowledge that something is deeply and profoundly wrong. You're somewhere out in the marsh, and the snow has been replaces by a light rain. It's dark.
The landscape itself seems warped... more warped than usual, anyway. It appears to be autumn, as the trees are brown and sickly-looking. The ground under your feet is unusually soft, to the point where you feel like you could sink. It does seem that you're in a ditch, though.
You don't see any familiar landmarks nearby. You also don't see Temmyn or Kurex.
Alexander
"Oh, gods. Time travel."
"Yunelias could actually be out there."
Amadan
I pick myself up and ready my bow, looking around.
Alexander
I look around too. Perception check for danger, signs of intelligent life, or anything else noteworthy:
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 8 (Perception)
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 11 (Perception)
DM (Ephesos)
Climbing out of the ditch, you get a good look at your surroundings. The area feels familiar, but you can't put your finger on why.
You look down, and both Amadan and Alexander realize that the marsh isn't the right color. It just looks like normal muddy water. The characteristic reddish tinge is absent.
Alexander
"Oh, gods."
Amadan
I whisper, "Look alert. We may have company."
Sawbones
"I've always wanted to see who's blood's in this marsh."
Esstra
"Maybe it's ours!"
Alexander
I look alert.
Sawbones
"Oh, it'd be nice to die a legend."
Amadan
"I'd rather live to be one."
Sawbones
"Maybe it's my own dead body that I dismantled in on of those crypts."
Amadan
"So, what now?"
Alexander
"We could try to go for one of the crypts we've already visited. They may be full of the people we're after."
Amadan
Nature check. Any sign of anyone having been through here recently?
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 13 (Nature)
Amadan
"This is creepy. It's like we're the only ones around here. And yet..."
"Yet I could swear I heard whispering earlier."
Esstra
"Whispering?"
Alexander
"I'm getting pretty nervous about all this."
Amadan
"Whispering. I couldn't quite place it, though..."
"Somehow, this place is creepier without the bloody tint."
Alexander
"So no direction, then?"
Amadan
"Not that I can tell."
Alexander
"Just the ambient whispering one associates with, say, hauntings? Black magic? All manner of things that we might have known to avoid if Tabazinth mentioned we'd be going back in time?"
DM (Ephesos)
You hear a shriek from somewhere above you.
Amadan
I look up, nocking an arrow.
DM (Ephesos)
You see nothing but clouds and rain.
Sawbones
"You'd think it wouldn't be haunted yet."
Amadan
"...Whatever the case, I think we need to get moving. We're sitting ducks here."
I choose a direction and start walking.
Alexander
"Fair enough." I follow.
DM (Ephesos)
You set out across the marsh, and find that you're covering far more ground than you think is possible. Then again, the marsh is also more wide open than you remember.
Alexander
"I still say we should seek out the structures we've already visited."
Esstra
"What makes you think they'd already be there?"
DM (Ephesos)
There is something stifling about the air, a presence you can't quite describe. As you move, scenery seems to lurch past you at an abnormal rate. You think you can see a light in the distance, on the other side of a tree-covered ridge.
Amadan
"Shh!"
"There's that whispering again... it's getting close..."
Alexander
I stop, and look around.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 20 (Perception)
Amadan
I make for the tree-covered ridge.
Alexander
"Nothing here. Nothing at all."
I follow Amadan.
Sawbones
As do I.
DM (Ephesos)
The ridge affords some light cover, as the trees block out a bit of the rain.
You still haven't seen anything living.
Alexander
Can we see the lights any better from here?
DM (Ephesos)
No, they are on the other side of the ridge.
Amadan
I keep going for the lights.
Alexander
I keep going, too.
Esstra
I follow behind
DM (Ephesos)
A terrifying sight greets you as you cross through the trees. Below you, the marsh stretches out for what seems like forever, and it is dotted with small lights. They appear to be campfires.
Then there is an abrupt flash of lightning, and you get a better look at them. They are torches, being carried by humanoid figures. Each figure is surrounded by... less-humanoid shapes. Glints of metal stand out against the dark.
But what really stands out is a larger shape, a darker shape. Standing above the assembled masses on towering metallic legs is what looks like a fortress, moving about the marsh. There are lights coming from within it.
There is a deep clash of thunder, and the scene recedes into darkness.
DM (Ephesos)
End Session.
